In October Gemma, Becka and Richard all submitted their PhD Theses - Gemma and Richard both passed their vivas just before Christmas and Becka is awaiting her viva in January - many congratulations all!!

In 2017 we welcomed Dani, Lauren, Max, Natalie and Sean to CPR!

OUTREACH ACTIVITIES

CPR are passionate about public engagement. This year we've continued our program of activities with Winstanley College, put on another six-week Science Club at New Park Primary School, and a session at the Victoria Gallery Summer Science Club, judged at Big Bang North West, ...and many more!

4TH INTERNATIONAL MOUSE MEETING, UNIVERSITY OF ZURICH, JUNE, ROB BEYNON

2ND JOINT NSFC SEMINAR AT KINGS COLLEGE LONDON, 25th SEPTEMBER, CLAIRE EYERS

2ND JOINT NSFC- RSC SYMPOSIUM ON CHEMICAL BIOLOGY, ROYAL SOCIETY OF CHEMISTRY, LONDON, 11th-12th DECEMBER, CLAIRE EYERS

NEW INSTRUMENTS AND SAYING BYE TO THE OLD!

2017 saw the arrival of the Lumos, Sonia Rocha’s QExHF and to make some room we said goodbye to the Bruker MALDI-TOF and a Synapt G2

Biotech Yes!

Huge congratulations to "Pheromone Solutions" - Iris, Grace and Rosie, on winning the 2017 Biotechnology YES "Best consideration of IP strategy" award for their pheromone based crop pest control company!

Visit our website www.liv.ac.uk/cpr
Follow us on twitter @c4pr_liv

Visit the Centre for Proteome Research at University of Liverpool in London

35 YEARS!

Congratulations Lynn, on celebrating 35 years working at the University of Liverpool!

CPR Leavers

In 2017 we said goodbye to Manohar, Stephen and Lupe. Manohar has taken a post at the IIT, Bombay, Lupe at the University of Córdoba, Spain, and Stephen is working for Waters in Manchester.

QUANTITATIVE PROTEOMICS AT UNIVERSITY OF LIVERPOOL IN LONDON

The fifth iteration of this hugely successful course, organized by Rob and Victoria with The Biochemical Society, was held in May at the University of Liverpool campus in London.

Social events

Swimathon

In April, Claire completed an amazing 100 lengths in 34mins to raise money for Marie Curie and The Swimathon Foundation!